BIAS INTERRUPTERS FOR MANAGERS

Tools for Assignments

THE CHALLENGE
Every workplace has high-profile assignments that are career-enhancing (“glamour work”) and low-profile
assignments that are beneficial to the organization but not the individual’s career. Research shows that women
do more “office housework”1 than men.2 This includes literal housework (ordering lunch), administrative work
(scheduling a time to meet), emotion work (“she’s upset; comfort her”) and keeping-the-trains-running work.
Too often diversity work is treated as undervalued ofﬁce housework. Among women at the manager level and
above, Black women, LGBTQ+ women, and women with disabilities are up to twice as likely as women overall to
spend a substantial amount of time promoting DEI.3 The common practice of assigning large loads of diversity
advocacy to these groups further jeopardizes their advancement as they will have to literally work more hours
than majority men if they want to get ahead.
In industry after industry, women and professionals of color report less access to desirable assignments than
white men do.4 In our study of lawyers:5
• Glamour work. More than 80% of white men, but only 53% of women of color, 59% of white women, and
63% of men of color, reported the same access to desirable assignments as their colleagues.
• Office housework. Almost 50% of white women and 43% of women of color reported that at work they
more often play administrative roles such as taking notes for a meeting compared to their colleagues. Only
26% of white men and 20% of men of color reported this.
Research also shows that LGBTQIA+ employees report less access to opportunities to take on a leadership role
and to develop their skills, which in turn impacts their intent to stay at their jobs.6
Diversity at the top can only occur when diverse employees at all levels of the organization have access to
assignments that let them take risks and develop new skills. If the glamour work and the office housework aren’t
distributed evenly, you won’t be tapping into the full potential of your workforce. Most workplaces that use an
informal “hey, you!” assignment system end up distributing assignments based on factors other than experience
and talent. Managers that lead hybrid teams need to be particularly mindful to avoid on-site favoritism and to
distribute career-enhancing assignments equally among their on-site and remote workers. If women, caregivers,
and people of color are more likely to prefer remote work7 and to be overlooked for glamour work, they likely
grow dissatisfied and search for opportunities elsewhere.8

THE SOLUTION
Fair allocation of the glamour work and the office housework are two separate problems. Some organizations
will want to solve the office housework problem before tackling the glamour work; others will want to address
both problems simultaneously.

Identify and Track
•
•

The first step is to find out if, and where, you have a problem. Find out:
Distribute the Office Housework Survey to your team to find out who is doing the office housework and
how much of their time it takes up.
Use our Assignment Typology Guide to gather further metrics on what assignments fall into your
department’s office housework and glamour work.
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Implement Bias Interrupters for diversity work
• Don’t assume employees who hold historically excluded identities can or would like to take on DEI work on
top of their technical roles.
• Consider hiring a DEI director whose sole job function is to do the DEI work.
• Make it clear that this is valued work. Sometimes organizations say they highly value this kind of work—
but they don’t. When it comes time for performance evaluations and promotion decisions, make sure that
mentoring and DEI work are recognized and that employees are compensated for the extra time they spend
on this work.
• Provide administrative support and adequate funding for people running diversity initiatives and
Employee Resource Groups (ERGs).

Implement Bias Interrupters for Office Housework
• Don’t ask for volunteers. Women and people of color are more likely to volunteer because they are under
subtle but powerful pressures to do so.9
• Establish a rotation. A rotation is also helpful for many administrative tasks (e.g. taking notes, scheduling
meetings, sending Zoom links). Rotating housework tasks like ordering lunch and planning parties is also an
option if admins are unavailable.
• Hold everyone equally accountable. “I give it to women because they do it well and the men don’t,” is a
common sentiment. This dynamic reflects an environment in which men suffer few consequences for doing a
poor job on office housework, but women who do a poor job are seen as “prima donnas” or “not team
players.”
• Use admins. If possible, assign office housework tasks to admins, e.g. planning birthday parties, scheduling
meetings, ordering lunch.
• Try the “plus one” system. Have a more junior person shadow someone more senior to develop new skills
— and make sure they take notes.

Implement Bias Interrupters for Glamour Work
• Provide a bounceback. If you have individual assigners whose glamour work allocations is lop-sided, hold a
meeting to bring the problem to their attention. Work with them to figure out if either, a) the available pool
for glamour work assignments is diverse but is not being tapped fully or whether b) only a few people have
the requisite skills for glamour work assignments. Read our Responses to Common Pushback and
Identifying Bias in Assignments Guide to prepare.

a) If a diverse pool has the requisite skills…
• Have the supervisor implement a rotation to ensure fair access to plum assignments.
• Formalize the pool and institute accountability. Write down the list of people with the requisite skills and
make it visible to the supervisor. Sometimes just being reminded of the pool can help. Have the supervisor
track their allocation of glamour work going forward to measure progress. Research shows that
accountability matters.10

b) If the pool is not diverse…
• Re-visit your assumption that only one (or very few) employees can handle this assignment: is that true or
is the supervisor in question just more comfortable working with those few people?
• Analyze how the pool was assembled. Does the supervisor allocate the glamour work by relying on selfpromotion or volunteers? If so, that will often disadvantage women and people of color. Shift to more
objective measures to create the pool based on skills and qualifications.
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If the above aren’t relevant or don’t solve your problem, then it’s time to expand the pool:
• Development plan. Identify what skills or competencies an employee needs to be eligible for the highprofile assignments work and develop a plan to help the employee develop the requisite skills.
• Leverage existing HR policies. If your organization uses a competency-based system, or has a Talent
Development Committee or equivalent, that’s a resource to help develop competencies so that careerenhancing assignments can be allocated fairly more fairly.
• Succession planning. Remember that having “bench strength” is important so that your department won’t
be left scrambling if someone unexpectedly leaves the company.
• Shadowing and mentoring. Have a more-junior person shadow a more-experienced person during the
high-profile assignment. Establish a mentoring program to help a broader range of junior people gain
access to valued skills.

If you can’t expand your pool, re-frame the assignment so that more people could participate in it. Could you
break up the assignment into discrete pieces so more people get the experiences they need?
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